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Interior and kitchen options



Wood options

American walnut

Oak

Mahogany

The Tes yachts are finished with veneered, varnished or oiled plywood. The
finishes and moldings are made of natural wood.

The standard type is oak, you can also chooseAmerican walnut or mahogany
as options.

The floor is made of plywood with light or dark stripes.

On request, we can make buildings in a different type of wood.



Kitchen options

Medium kitchen

Standard kitchen

Big kitchen

We can make several types of kitchen development depending on the yacht
model.
We build each unit individually, so we can adapt the galley to even the most
demanding users.
The presented ones are intended to show the type of development - other
additions are selected individually.
- Standard kitchen
- Medium kitchen (only with space for front loading fridge and Corian
countertop)
- Large kitchen (Corian or standard laminated countertop, top or front fridge)

Please contact us to confirm the suitability of your kitchen. units and specific
equipment.



Sink and stove under the glass hatch. A
special tap is attached to the sink, which
folds under the flap.

Corian table top - made of mineral-acrylic
board. Rounded edges. The back of the
kitchen is made of the same material for
easier cleaning.

Cutlery drawer.
The width of the drawer depends on the
width of the cabinet and the refrigerator.
Mounted on rails with a silent closing and
automatic closing system

Front loading fridge.
Depending on the type of kitchen furniture,
we can install a front-loading refrigerator with
12V power supply. We also install ventilation
grilles on the countertop and underneath the
refrigerator.

Locks
All cabinets and drawers have closures with
high-quality round push-in locks.



Kitchen otions

Plexi next to the sink

Sink under the countertop Coocker with glass flap Oven on cardan

Cutlery drawer Coocker on cardan



Front-loading fridges

Dometic / Waeco 40l/50l/60l
(option)

Elegance 40l / 50l
(option)

Classic - czarna lub srebrna 40l / 50 / 60l
(Standard-40l)

Depending on the type of kitchen furniture, we can install a front-loading refrigerator. If space permits, we can install 40-60 liter refrigerators. As standard, the
refrigerator is always powered by a battery with a voltage of 12V. We can also install MPS - devices that switch to 230V after connecting the power cable, so that the
battery can be fully charged. We also install ventilation grilles on the countertop and underneath the refrigerator, and with the option of a large kitchen, we can install
a mounting frame - the refrigerator is one line with cabinets.



Folded
navigation table

LEDs under the shelfs
Additional LED lamps to help

create a pleasant atmosphere
and twilight to rest.

Fusion Radio
MP3/Bluetooth/FM

Electric panel
It has a drawing of a boat and a
mini-monitor showing the state of
charge of the batteries and the
filling capacity of the tanks, it has
USB and 12V charging ports.

WEBASTO
Interior heating allows for
comfortable rest even on cold days
and nights. Powered by DIESEL
fuel.

An example of the addons in the Tes 28 Magnam.



Electric panels

Standard panel - BEP i
wskaźniki WEMA.

BEP board on milled PLEXI (milled unit
name + holes for indicators - neat and

elegant solution)
Also possible with the Amperflex micro

monitor.

Premium glass panel
narrow on with
Amperflex micro

monitor.

Premium glass panel -
big one with a drawing

of a boat and a
Amperflex mini monitor.

Depending on the number of electrical devices and indicators, we can use different layouts of buttons and indicators. The above are just an example. The standard
equipment includes a BEP board with 6 buttons + indicators and WEMA sensors.



Audio

Kenwood Radio Clarion Marine CMS4
Radio

Fusion Marine Radio Pioneer touchable radio

The audio system we offer may consist of a radio, two speakers in the wardroom and / or two speakers in the cockpit. On request, we can expand the audio system
with an additional subwoofer or speakers on the bow, in the stern berth or in the bathroom. Together with the radio, we install an internal FM antenna, possibly a mast
antenna on request.
All our radios support MP3 format and wireless Bluetooth communication.



Contact

TES YACHT SP. Z O.O.
ul. Stefana Batorego 7 /40
81-365 Gdynia
NIP: 5862344680
REGON: 383319578
KRS: 0000785454
e-mail: biuro@tes-yacht.pl

TES YACHT- REPAIR SHIPYARD
ul. Akacjowa 21
05-079 Okuniew
e-mail: biuro@tes-yacht.pl

Tomasz Siwik
Constructor
tel: +48 602 346 392
e-mail: info@tes-yacht.pl

Piotr Grzegorski
Main owner
tel: +48 604 189 489
e-mail: piotr.grzegorski@tes-yacht.pl

Marcin Ślusarz
Co-owner
Sales. Production and logistics
tel: +48 793 444 556
e-mail: marcin.slusarz@tes-yacht.pl

Wojciech Plewiński
Co-owner
Yacht repairs
Marketing and PR
tel: +48 603 752 709
e-mail: wojciech.plewinski@tes-yacht.pl

Paweł Rutkowski
Project Engineer
Sales
tel: +48 601 354 907
e-mail: pawel.rutkowski@tes-yacht.pl


